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SPILLMAN FLEX | VEHICLE IMPOUND

DETAILED IMPOUND RECORDS
With the Vehicle Impound module, a record can be added for every vehicle 
that is impounded. Personnel can enter detailed information such as 
owner, driver, vehicle, lien holder, and impound information. The Vehicle 
Impound module also allows users to track the status and location of an 
impounded vehicle or enter a sale date and price.
 
ACCURATE FEE MANAGEMENT
Personnel can use the fee screen to track all impound, towing, and 
storage fee transactions associated with the impounded vehicle. The 
module instantly calculates storage costs for each day the vehicle is 
impounded, and, when users enter a fee record, the balance due and total 
storage charges are automatically displayed.

AUTOMATED SALES TRACKING
The Vehicle Impound module records and tracks the sale of vehicles that 
the agency has impounded. Users can enter sale information for single 
or multiple vehicles. When agency personnel marks a vehicle as sold, all 
charges and fees are automatically stopped.

VEHICLE REPORTS AND PREFORMATTED 
NOTIFICATIONS
Impound clerks can use the module to condense information into 
concise, easy-to-read reports and printouts. Report options include 
vehicle inventory status and summary, sale list, charges and payments, 
and invalid VINs. Additionally, preformatted impound and intent to sell 
Notifications make it easy to notify owners, lien holders, and other 
responsible parties of vehicle impounds and intentions to sell.

VISUAL INVOLVEMENTS® 
The Vehicle Impound module automatically displays Visual Involvements 
that link pertinent data associated with both vehicle and impound records 
to all involved records throughout the Spillman Flex system. For example, 
users can view relationships between impound records, their associated 
incident reports, and any other record linked to the incident report.
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Users can enter detailed information about 
the owner, driver, or lien holder of the impounded 
vehicle.

Agencies can record impound data such as the 
towing company, location and destination of tow, 
vehicle storage location, reason for impounding the 
vehicle, and status.

Personnel can track sale information for 
impounded vehicles, including the buyer’s name and 
address, date of sale, and price.
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TOTAL SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Spillman Flex’s Integrated Hub™ is an open, centralized database where all agency information is entered, stored, and 
extracted in real time, providing total software integration. This allows users to enter data once and have it automatically 
shared among related modules. Agencies using this module can optimize their system and enhance productivity through 
total integration with other Flex modules. 


